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ABSTRACT: Carbon diffusion is a critical process to the manufacture of many industry
products, such as iron carbides, stainless steels, and carbon materials. Here we investigate
carbon diffusion induced by tensile, screw dislocation, edge dislocation, and polycrystal
boundary through reactive molecular dynamics simulations with ReaxFF potentials. The
temperature enhances the dynamics and therefore the carbon diffusion. The pre-existing
defects promote the carbon diffusion with a linear relationship between carbon diffusion
barrier and strain as well as line defect concentrations. Furthermore, we also observed a
linear relationship between the carbon diffusion barrier and the volume fractions of the
polycrystalline boundary, indicating that the grain boundary mechanism is prominent in
carbon diffusion in the carbon iron.

1. INTRODUCTION

The interactions between Fe and C atoms and ions play a
pivotal role in the applications of iron in various industries,
such as the iron and steel industry, Fischer−Tropsch industry,
and the production of carbon material. For the iron and steel
industry, the iron carbides,1−4 formed by the carbonization of
iron, are in general the main component of steels with an
important impact on the structure, properties, and perform-
ance of steels. Specially, Fang et al.2 demonstrated that the
presence of Fe3C in the steels is owing to its stability at the
elevated temperature, which is also the origin of the
predominance of Fe3C to the lattice vibration and anomalous
Curie−Weiss magnetic ordering. The metal dusting5,6 is
another critical case for Fe−C interaction due to its ability
to degrade the strength of materials. For the Fischer−Tropsch
industry, the iron carbides, such as Fe3C

7−9 and Fe5C2,
10−13

are generally treated as the active phases, which first result
from a phase transformation of iron phases involving α-Fe2O3
→ Fe3O4 → FeO → α-Fe14 and then are carbonized by the
CO15 or syngas.16 However, because of overcarbonization of
iron or the deposition of carbon on the iron surfaces, the
catalyst easily becomes inactive as carbon materials including
graphene17 and carbon nanotube18−20 will be also produced by
the catalyst of iron carbides as well as iron.
Among all the above processes, mass transportation of

carbon via diffusion in the iron plays a crucial role. Many
researchers have investigated these processes through the

experimental and theoretical methods. Experimental re-
sults21−23 show that the activation energy of carbon Fickian
diffusion in iron bulk is about 0.81−0.87 eV, the same as the
predictions from the first-principles24 and molecular dynamics
(MD).25−27 The activation energy is up to 1.87 eV28,29 for
carbon diffusion in Fe3C. It is worth mentioning that most
theoretical models studied are perfect crystal models without
defects. On the contrary, experimental samples in general
contain lots of defects, such as line defects including edge
dislocations30,31 and screw dislocations30−32 and two-dimen-
sional defects including grain boundaries31,33 between
polycrystals. These defects have a critical effect on the physical,
mechanical, and chemical performance34,35 of materials,
especially the diffusion.36,37 The grain boundaries38 may act
as efficient sinks for the excess interstitials and vacancies
produced under irradiation. Carbons can diffuse to the
dislocations forming a Cottrell atmosphere,39 leading to the
loss in metal plasticity and the increase in strength. In addition,
the deformed grains can cause the local strain, resulting in the
reduction of their stored energy by removing or rearranging
the defects in the crystal structure.
Despite the importance, to what extent these defects and its

concentration affect the carbon diffusion is still unknown. The
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reasons can be attributed to two aspects. One is the limitation
of experimental approaches. Traditional transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) as the frequently used recognition
technology of dislocation in materials represents a two-
dimensional projection of a three-dimensional (3D) object
which only provides limited information about 3D dislocations.
The process occurring on time scales is too short to capture
using in situ TEM. X-ray topography can image the 3D
dislocation, but its resolution is reduced.40 The other reason is
the constraint from theoretical modeling. Only a few
theoretical methods can be used to investigate carbon diffusion
in the iron that is capable to model the effect of defects at the
same time. The unique nature of carbon diffusion resulting
from the defects existing in the real physical and catalysis
process is still an active research subject. Among extensive
models, the embedded atom method (EAM) improved by
Margarita41 and the modified embedded atom method
(MEAM) modified by Byeong-Joo Lee42 may be the best
choices to study the carbon diffusion due to its distinguished
merit to simulate the physical performance of metal, including
the effect of defects. However, it is only suitable to the low
carbon concentration situation owing to the lack of the
accurate carbon−carbon interactions. In additional, it is
incapable to deal with the chemical reactions. From the
point of view of chemical reactions, the reactive force field
(ReaxFF) is a good choice. ReaxFF advocated by van Duin and
co-workers43 was originally used to deal with the chemical
reactions, with the capability to handle the mechanical
behavior such as fracture. It had been validated by the
implications of other materials.44−47 Our previous work27 had
fitted the Fe−C parameters (RPOIC-2017) for the ReaxFF
which could excellently describe the thermodynamical and
dynamical behavior of carbon in bulk, different surfaces, and
the subsurface.
In this study, we employ the Fe−C parameters (RPOIC-

2017) to simulate the mechanical failure of bulk α-Fe and
compare with the results of EAM and MEAM potential
functions to assess its performance and optimal simulation
parameters. We then adopt the selected parameters to execute
the ReaxFF molecular dynamics (RMD) simulating the effect
of tensile strain and defects, including screw dislocation, edge
dislocation, and boundary of polycrystal, on carbon diffusion.

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
2.1. EAM. The embedded atom method (EAM), derived by

Baskes et al.,48,49 is a pairwise form of interatomic potential
which is especially suitable for metals. The energy is calculated
by the following form:

E V ij F
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where V(ij) is the interatomic potential, rij represents the
distance between atom i and atom j, and F is the embedding
energy as a function of atom i surrounded by electron density

iρ ̅ .
2.2. MEAM. The modified embedded-atom method

(MEAM) potential proposed by Baskes50 is an extension of
the EAM to include angular forces. The total energy of a
system is same with the EAM. But different from the EAM, the

MEAM has angular terms, which make it suitable for modeling
metal and alloys as well as covalently bonded materials. The
details of MEAM potential functions are supplied in the
Supporting Information.

2.3. ReaxFF. ReaxFF is an empirical force field based on
the concept of bond order43 which is the function of bond
length and bond energy, and it allows for bond to break and
form in a dynamic simulation. The general form of ReaxFF
energy51 is

E E E E E E E

E E E E E E

systerm bond lp over under val tors

C2 tripl conj H bond vdw Coulomb

= + + + + +

+ + + + + +‐

(2)

One of the most important features of ReaxFF is the use of
electronegativity equilibration method (EEM)52 with shielding
to calculate the charge distribution updated every iteration
during the RMD simulation that determines the geometry of
material and further affects the total potential energy of
material. The bond orders calculation also updates every
iteration which firmly establishes the bonded interaction; the
nonbonded interaction is comprised of Coulomb and van der
Waals interaction which are calculated between every pair of
atoms.
All MD simulations were performed by LAMMPS,53 and the

structures were identified by the OVITO.54 All the atomic
structures in our model were initially optimized through
conjugate gradient method to athermal structures, followed by
canonical ensemble (NVT) under the temperature T = 300 K
for 100 ps to reached thermodynamics equilibrium. These
well-equilibrated configurations are then subjected to further
study. The simulations employed the velocity-Verlet integrator.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Mechanical Fracture. We have previously reported

that RPOIC-2017 potential is good in describing the carbon
diffusion in α-Fe in addition to the chemical reactions,
opposed to MEAM.27 In this study, we focus on the
mechanical properties. To assess the ability of RPOIC-2017
in predicting physical performance, we conducted the
mechanical fracture simulation of bulk α-Fe by external press
to emulate its stress−strain curves. We examined the effect of
different sizes of box as well as the effect of different force fields
including MEAM and EAM. The setup of the tensile model
(Figure 1) consists of three parts. The first part is the fixed
zone in which all atoms are fixed. The second part is the active
zone in which the atoms are free to move according to the
interaction potential. The last one is the mobile zone which is
used as the “handle” to apply the stress. During the tensile
process, the two ends are assumed to maintain the perfect
lattice. The lattice constant of bcc iron is 2.84 Å.
Five systems were examined including 20 × 6 × 6 (1440

atoms), 20 × 10 × 10 (4000 atoms), 20 × 14 × 14 (7840
atoms), 20 × 16 × 16 (10240 atoms), and 20 × 18 × 18
(12960 atoms). Periodic boundary conditions are applied in
the Z direction (out of plane in Figure 1), opposed to the free
surfaces in other two dimensions. For MEAM and EAM, the
time step of 1 fs and the strain of 100 Å/fs were used and the
time step of 0.5 fs and strain of 0.001 Å/fs for ReaxFF. The
Fe−C interaction parameters of MEAM, EAM, and ReaxFF
were fitted by Laalitha et al.,55 Mendelev et al.,56 and Kuan Lu
et al.,27 respectively. Figure 2a shows that with an increase of
system size the effect of system size is decreasing. The samller
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systems of 20 × 6 × 6 and 20 × 10 × 10 cannot correctly
simulate the iron stress−strain curves. When the system size
increases to 20 × 14 × 14, it can provide a converged
description, which reproduces well the elastic deformation,
plastic deformation, and fracture without much computational
burden simultaneously. Therefore, we choose the 20 × 14 × 14
system for all the following simulations. When the strain εx <
5%, the MEAM, EAM, and ReaxFF predict a similar stress−
strain behavior (Figure 2b). Its corresponding yield strength is
9.2, 6.5, and 7.7 GPa, respectively, and its line relationship
between stress σ and strain εx is σ = 155.9εx,σ = 171.1εx, and σ
= 155.6εx, respectively.
In addition, the Young’s modulus is very close to the

experimental value 131.73 GPa,57 the theoretical analyses value
154 GPa,58 and the numerical result of EAM 142.3 GPa.59

When the strain εx > 5%, the irreversible damages are
produced in the system, and the system has the plastic
deformation. It is well-known that there is a strain hardening
region before the failure of iron.60 Three potentials predict
different trends in stress−strain behavior. The MEAM gives a
bad result without strain hardening, which is not suitable to
describe the mechanical fracture of iron. The EAM and
ReaxFF present a well consistency in strain hardening,
indicating the capability in modeling fracture of iron. The

percentage elongation is between 0.2 and 0.3, close to the
empirical value 0.3−0.5 and the reference value about 0.458,61

when the fracture occurs. The fracture stress is 11.3 and 11.7
GPa, respectively, consistent with the reference value 8.4−13.5
GPa.58 All those results indicate that the RPOIC-2017 can
regenerate the physical performance of α-Fe well.

3.2. Effect of Strain on the Carbon Diffusion.
3.2.1. Fickian Diffusion. We first investigated the Fickian
diffusion of carbon in iron without globally applied strain field.
We used a model of bulk α-Fe with 16000 iron atoms and 80
carbon atoms randomly distributed in the simulation box. The
initial edge length is 5.68 nm, 5.68 nm, and 5.68 nm for a
three-dimensional periodical box. A time step of 0.25 fs was
adopted. The diffusion coefficient of carbon was obtained by
calculating the mean-square displacements (MSD) of carbon
atoms when the system is under thermodynamics equilibrium.
We used Einstein’s relation for the MSD and obtained the
corresponding diffusion coefficients (shown in the Supporting
Information). In the absence of strain, carbon atoms move
randomly in all three directions (Figure 3a) presented by a
similar trend in any single direction of MSD. The displacement
of carbon atoms shows an increasing trend near 1 order of
magnitude with the temperature increasing.

3.2.2. Uniaxial Tensile-Induced Diffusion. The structures
were stretched along the x direction (along the ⟨001⟩
direction) on account of the observation of carbon diffusion
under the stress. The strain rate of 0.001 Å/fs was applied,
which is equivalent to 100 m/s. The strain of structures was
5%, 8%, 10%, and 12%. The elastic limit is 12%. From the
Figure 3b, we can see that although the tensile direction is the
x direction, the MSD’s in the three individual directions are
nearly the same, which indicates that the carbon atoms diffuse
isotropically in three directions. Similar results are observed in
other tensile cases (Figure 3c). The difference existed in the
increased amplitude of MSD with the increasing of temper-
ature, which implies that strain-induced deformation of
structures not only promotes the carbon diffusion, but also
its degree of deformation relates to the carbon diffusion.

3.2.3. Diffusion Barrier. The Arrhenius plots had been fitted
to the diffusion coefficient with and without strain (Figure 4a)
to obtain the diffusion barrier. When the strains are 0% and
12%, respectively; its corresponding diffusion barriers are 0.63
and 0.44 eV. The result of Fickian diffusion is very close to the
experimental and reference value.21−23 The applied strain

Figure 1. Tensile model of bulk α-Fe whose structure is the body-
centered cubic (BCC). All the atoms are iron atom. Green atoms
present the active zone, and blue atoms stand for the boundary area.

Figure 2. (a) Mechanical fracture with different simulation parameters for MEAM, EAM, and ReaxFF potential functions. Benchmark of different
system size for ReaxFF. (b) Comparison for different force field.
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monotonically reduces the diffusion barrier of carbon. We
fitted the relationship between strain (εx) and the carbon
diffusion barrier (Ebarrier). We obtain a linear relationship
(Figure 4b): Ebarrier = −1.61εx + 0.65 without constraints. Once
we set the intercept of equation to experimental value, we
obtained the carbon diffusion barrier energy as a function of
uniaxial strain along the x direction: Ebarrier = −1.61εx + 0.87.
With this relationship, we can speculate the chemical barrier of
carbon diffusion from the physical strain. We might conclude
that strain accelerates the diffusion carbon and the formation
of carbides.
3.2.4. Evolution of Structure. A few snapshots of the atomic

configurations during the process of mechanical fracture
calculated by ReaxFF are shown in Figure 5. We employed
common neighbor analysis (CNA) embedded in the OVITO
to analyze the phase transformation quantitatively. This
technique identifies the local structure in atomic systems by
using information about the mutual relation between
neighbors. The structure of pure iron experiences a trans-
formation from body-centered cubic (BCC) to face-centered
cubic (FCC). At the same time, the crystal parameter is
increased. When the strain is relatively small, such as 5%, the
FCC structure occurs occupying the all normalized active zone
structures about 3%. With the increase of strain to 8%, the
percent of FCC increases suddenly to 38.5%, which implies
that the bulk iron had generated the irreversible damage. When
the strain increases to 12%, about 50.5% FCC structures are
observed. We also observed an apparent necking in the y
direction. The change of structure may be the main reason for
increasing of carbon diffusion coefficient, and it also may be

the main reason that the different structure carbide formed,
such as the Fe4C formed from the FCC structure.

3.3. Effect of Dislocations on the Carbon Diffusion. In
bcc metals, owing to the lower mobility of 1/2a⟨111⟩ screw
dislocations than edge dislocation, it is believed to control the
low-temperature plastic deformation. The plasticity becomes
complex when the defects are introduced. On the one hand,
the activation energy of dislocation movement could be
influenced by the presence of defects in the crystal, such as the
interstitial carbon. On the other hand, the dislocation
movement, such as the reduction of dislocation by recovery,
causes a change of defect concentration which has a vital effect
on the carbon diffusion. We designed our study to shed a light
on the effect of defects on the carbon diffusion. We adopted a
box of 5.74 nm × 5.74 nm × 5.74 nm which is composed of
19710 iron atoms for edge dislocation and a box of 7.03 nm ×
6.09 nm × 4.97 nm which is composed of 18000 iron atoms
for screw dislocation. Here we considered the edge dislocations
with Burgers vectors 1/2[111], slip plane normal [1̅ 10], and
dislocation line direction [1̅ 1̅ 2]. By a similar method, the
screw dislocations 1/2⟨111⟩{1̅ 10} were created. The defects
were randomly distributed. Along the dislocation line, it was
the only direction where periodic boundary conditions (PBC)
have been used. All atoms of the system were allowed to relax
except those in the outside layer of none PBC directions about
one atom thick. The atom in the outsider layer were fixed. All
defect models (Figure 6) in this paper were created by
Atomsk.62

Figure 7a shows a linear relationship between carbon
diffusion barrier and screw dislocation concentrations, as
Ebarrier = −0.027Ns + 0.62, where Ns represents the numbers of

Figure 3. (a) MSD for the Fickian diffusion without strain at 700 K. (b) MSD for the Fickian diffusion with the maximum strain at 700 K. (c) MSD
under different strains and different temperatures.

Figure 4. (a) Linear relationship between the carbon diffusion coefficients and the temperature. (b) Linear relationship between the strains and the
carbon diffusion barrier.
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screws in crystal. This linear relationship indicates that screw
concentrations have a substantial effect on the carbon diffusion

barrier in the metallic recovery process. At the same time, it
may have induced a change of material performance. Similarly,

Figure 5. Different structures for α-Fe are presented by different colors. The blue shows the BCC, the green expresses the face-centered cubic
(FCC), and the red indicates the hexagonal close-packed (HCP). The white stands for the other structures, and the blue area in the two ends
means the “handle”.

Figure 6. Models of different defects for α-Fe: top row for screw dislocation; middle row for edge dislocations; bottom row for grain boundaries
between polycrystals.
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a linear relationship is observed in Figure 7b: Ebarrier =
−0.0095Ne + 0.48, where Ne represents the numbers of edges
in crystal. The occurrence of edge dislocations can obviously
reduce the carbon diffusion barrier. The concentration of the
edge dislocations also affects the carbon diffusion barrier.
Furthermore, the carbon diffusion is mainly along the no-

defect direction in the defected models, as shown in Figure
7c,d.

3.4. Effect of Grain Boundary on the Carbon
Diffusion. Polycrystal irons are much more common than
single crystal iron. The grain boundary (GB) between
polycrystals can trap the interstitial atoms. It commonly

Figure 7. (a) Linear relationship between the defect concentrations and the carbon diffusion barrier under screw dislocation. (b) Linear
relationship between the defect concentrations and the carbon diffusion barrier under edge dislocation. The dashed line is only guide for the eyes.
(c) MSD of different directions in the defected models under screw dislocation. (d) MSD of different directions in the defected models under edge
dislocation.

Figure 8. (a) Linear relationship between the volume fraction of boundary and the carbon diffusion barrier. (b) Linear relationship between the
natural logarithms of the carbon intrinsic diffusion coefficient in the boundary and the reciprocal of temperature. (c) Increasing carbon fraction in
the boundary. (d) Snapshot of grain boundary indicating the GB width delta. Atom color scheme: iron atom (white); surface of grain boundary
(green).
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believed that grain boundary is responsible for the embrittle-
ment or occasionally enhancement of material strength.
However, its influence on the carbon diffusion is still unknown.
Herein, we studied the effect of polycrystal on the carbon
diffusion barrier. We adopted the box of 5.47 nm × 6.09 nm ×
7.03 nm with three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions
(PBC) which is composed of 15992 iron atoms. It contains 2,
4, 6, and 8 grains with random crystallographic orientations
constructing by the Voronoi construction method. The average
grain size in the box is 2.7, 2.0, 1.8, and 1.6 nm with about 0.44
nm boundary width (Figure 8d), and its distribution can be
found in Figure 6. All atoms in the box are allowed to relax. A
linear relationship is shown in Figure 8a: Ebarrier = −1.35Pb +
0.609, where Pb represents the ratio of boundary volume to the
total volume. Inspired by the Harrison’s classification63 and the
average gain size being also small, we adopted the equation Deff
= PbDb + (1 − Pb)D to calculate the intrinsical diffusion
coefficient of carbon in the boundary, where Deff is the carbon
diffusion coefficient in polycrystals, D is the carbon diffusion
coefficient in a perfect system, and Db is the carbon diffusion
coefficient in the boundary. We then found that ln Db has a
relationship with the reciprocal of temperature for all the
polycrystals with a similar slope (Figure 8b), and we obtained
an average diffusion barrier of about 0.22 eV, which may be the
intrinsical diffusion barrier of carbon in the polycrystals. This is
related to that the atom density is lower in the boundary region
than that in the bulk, which may provide more space for
carbon to move, resulting in a smaller diffusion barrier.
Figure 8c shows that GB carbon concentration, which is the

ratio of carbon atoms located in the grain boundary to the total
number of atoms located in the grain boundary, is increasing
with the elapse of time, indicating that the boundary has more
free volume than the perfect system and can capture carbon
atoms, which means that the boundary also has a critical effect
on the carbon diffusion barrier. Owing to the random direction
of individual grain, the MSD of individual direction of the
models is not able to characterize the diffusion around grain
boundary; only the total MSD is meaningful. Compared with
the effect of strain and line dislocations, the absolute value of
slope of boundary is the maximum, and it indicates that the
boundary may be the most influential factor to carbon
diffusion.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We first assessed the performance of three different
interatomic potentials (EAM, MEAM, and RPOIC-2017) of
iron and carbon by simulating the mechanical fracture using
molecular dynamics simulations. We confirmed that ReaxFF in
form of the RPOIC-2017 can be used to explore the physical
performance of iron. Second, we examined the strain effect on
the carbon diffusion. The results show that strain-induced
structure transformation can effectively and monotonically
reduce the carbon diffusion barrier and promote the carbon
diffusion coefficient. The temperature can also strikingly
promote the carbon diffusion. A linear relationship is observed
between the carbon diffusion barrier and strain. It is critical not
only to understand the diffusion process and carbonization of
iron but also to speculate the chemical diffusion barrier from
the physical strain. Third, we considered the effect of defects,
including the screw dislocations, edge dislocations, and
polycrystal boundary on the carbon diffusion. The results
show that the existence of defects can prominently improve the
carbon diffusion coefficient and a linear relationship exists

between the carbon diffusion barrier and defects concen-
trations or the volume fractions of grain boundary. The grain
boundary of polycrystals may be the main factor to affect the
carbon diffusion barrier.
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